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                        “Good at looking after demanding and sophisticated clients thanks to a team of commercially minded and pragmatic lawyers who speak excellent English.”
(Chambers and Partners)
                        “Ability to render a very personalised consultancy service.” 
(Legal 500)
                        “The team has strong analytical skills and a sense of business” 
(Chambers and Partners)
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                            We are an international business law firm based in Milan, established in 1965....
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     	Chiomenti, BonelliErede and Masotti Cassella advise on Unidata's acquisition of 100% in TWT Group (Law Talks -  December 2022)
	Masotti Cassella advises Avico Group and HC on the expansion of Weststar in Europe (14/03/2023)
	Masotti Cassella advises Wienerberger on the acquisition of Terreal (31/01/2023)
	Masotti Cassella advises Lulu Group on new logistics center at the Malpensa World Trade Center (13/09/2021)
	Masotti Cassella assists Glenmark Pharmaceuticals with the acquisition of Sintesy Pharma (Comunicato stampa 26/04/2023)
	Masotti Cassella at ODCEC seminar on Philantropy, Responsible Investment and Third Sector (Lawtalks - 21/09/2022)
	Masotti Cassella expands its practice with the arrival of family lawyers Quinti and Zappa (19/04/2023)
	Masotti Cassella now partner of the Italy - Uzbekistan Chamber of Commerce (CIUZ) - 9/03/222
	The Italian Sunshine Act - memorandum (25/05/2023)
	Liability for medical malpractice in Italy - Italia Oggi 26 giugno 2023
	Foreign investors in Italy and sustainability (We Wealth no. 51 - November 2022)
	Maritime law - world crisis opens new business opportunities for law firms (Italia Oggi Sette - 30/10/2022)
	Energy transition and sea transportation costs (Italia Oggi Sette - 3 ottobre 2022)
	The latest tax law reform in Italy - a big disappointment?  (Il Sole24ore - 18/10/2022)
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                            We are a member of a renowned and long-standing network of independent law firms across all continents, which allows us to assist clients on international transactions.
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                corporate and commercial | corporate compliance | tax  | life sciences | insolvency and restructuring | litigation and arbitration | administrative law and real estate | family office | project finance | banking and finance | family and vulnerable persons | employment
                               

            

         
        
            
                
                    masotti cassella

                    
                        head office milan

                        corso magenta, 56

                        20123 milano

                        tel. +39 02 4801 3990                        
                    

                    
                        rome office

                        via giulio galli, 132

                        00123 roma

                        tel. +39 06 3036 3576
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